
 

SCAN THIS
CODE TO GET

TO THE DIGITAL
SURVEY!

Monadnock Peer Support is asking for your feedback! Your

input will help to show the extent to which peer support in

NH is an effective process. This annual survey provides data

about the benefits of peer support and helps us in planning

process as well as shows that peer support services are a

good investment of public funds.

 

The survey is 100% anonymous, voluntary and confidential.

For your survey to be complete and accepted, you will have

to answer all the questions. Some items include the choice of

“no response”, in case you want to skip that question, but

you must select “no response” as your answer. If you exit or

stop the survey before finishing all of the items, your

responses will not be recorded, so it’s best to give yourself

enough time to complete.

 

The deadline for anyone who was going to fill out a survey,

is December 31, 2021. Thank you for sharing your thoughts

and we hope you will enjoy the report on NH Peer Support

when it comes out! 

 

MEMBER SURVEY
by Melissa Callender
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Ask for 
assistance

in the computer 
lab on site!



"When you think about the amount of time that the

kids spend in school versus anywhere else, it's the

predominant place that they are," said Nathan

Harrell. "And if you can make kids comfortable

talking with each other about mental health, then

you've taken a huge step in trying to normalize that

discussion and trying to allow us all as a community

and as kids to view mental health in the same way

we do physical health."

The need for more conversations about mental health

in schools is one felt on the ground by school

counselors like Megan Bledsoe, a 15-year veteran

school counselor in Vancouver, Washington.

"There's definitely been increased anxiety, depression

and isolation that we have seen since the pandemic,

and I would say what I'm seeing on the ground in our

school is a national trend," she said. "I think for

everyone, everyone's level of anxiety and depression

and frustration and managing stress was increased."

Last month, the American Academy of Pediatrics,

American Academy of Child and Adolescent

Psychiatry and the Children's Hospital Association --

which collectively represent over 77,000 physicians

and over 200 children's hospitals -- declared

children's mental health challenges amid the COVID-

19 pandemic a "national emergency."

The medical associations pointed to research from

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention that

found between March and October 2020 the

proportion of mental health-related emergency

department visits increased 24% for children ages 5

to 11 and 31% for children ages 12 to 17 when

compared to 2019.

If you are interested in reading the full article,

please see Melissa!

OUR SON DIED BY
SUICIDE. THIS IS WHY
WE WANT MENTAL
HEALTH RESOURCES IN
SCHOOLS. (AN EXERPT)

By Katie Kindelan, GMA
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"WE BEG THE KIDS
TO JUST LET

SOMEONE HELP
BECAUSE ASKING

FOR HELP IS A SIGN
OF STRENGTH, NOT

A SIGN OF
WEAKNESS,"

https://abcnews.go.com/US/schools-addressing-students-mental-health-due-trauma-covid/story?id=79562926
https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/news/story/childrens-mental-health-crisis-national-emergency-pediatric-groups-80668548
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/volumes/69/wr/mm6945a3.htm?s_cid=mm6945a3_w
https://www.goodmorningamerica.com/author/katie_kindelan
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JOB POSTINGS:

Driver

Our nonprofit offers transportation to and from our center in addition to offering transportation for any agency-
related trips or events. The ride to and from the center acts like a support group, so we need someone to fill this
role that is comfortable discussing mental health. The rate of pay is $10/hour with a need for 8 hours per week in

the mornings and evenings before 12 PM and after 5 PM but this is subject to change as we reopen to our
community. To apply, please send resume, cover letter and references to Christine@MonadnockPSA.org or apply

via Indeed.

Peer 
Respite / 

SUSD 
Coordinator

This position requires valuable organizational, interpersonal, and detail-oriented skills with the ability to work
effectively with diverse individuals. It requires engaging with other Monadnock Peer Support (MPS) members and

staff. This position reports to the Director of Agency Relations. Our programs, which are designed for those
experiencing a mental health crisis, keep an individual within the community by supporting recovery and

promoting wellness as defined by the individual. The programs include the Step Up Step Down program and Peer
Respite program. We are looking to hire a few individuals on a per diem basis for overnight shifts and weekends.
To apply, please send resume, cover letter and references to Christine@MonadnockPSA.org or apply via Indeed.

This no-nonsense guide to beating social anxiety covers everything from surviving university and the
workplace, through to social media and making it through parties and dates (whilst actually enjoying
them!) With honest insights about her own social anxiety and a healthy dose of humor, award-winning
blogger Claire Eastham describes what social anxiety is, why it happens, and how you can lessen its
effects with lifestyle choices, talking therapies or even a hug from your favorite canine friend!

In Dopamine Nation, Dr. Anna Lembke, psychiatrist and author, explores the exciting new
scientific discoveries that explain why the relentless pursuit of pleasure leads to pain…and what
to do about it. Condensing complex neuroscience into easy-to-understand metaphors, Lembke
illustrates how finding contentment and connectedness means keeping dopamine in check. The
lived experiences of her patients are the gripping fabric of her narrative. Their riveting stories of
suffering and redemption give us all hope for managing our consumption and transforming our
lives. In essence, Dopamine Nation shows that the secret to finding balance is combining the
science of desire with the wisdom of recovery.



We would love to have you try one of our new groups! We have an Eating Disorder
Recovery / Body Image Group on Mondays from 10:30am to 12pm, a Men's Group
on Tuesdays from 5pm to 6:30pm, Creative Expressions on Wednesdays from 1pm

to 4pm and the Co-Parenting Collaborative on Thursdays from 5pm to 6:30pm.

Important dates to remember

~ Tuesday, December 7, 2021 - Trip to Yankee Lanes
 

~ Tuesday, December 14, 2021 - Community Meeting 4pm to 5pm
 

~ Friday, December 24, 2021 - Center Closed for Christmas Eve
 

~ TBD (watch Facebook!) - Member Holiday Party
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We welcomed Melissa
on staff as the Director
of Community Relations

(formerly known as
Program Director) and
Lisa as the Director of

Agency Relations
(formerly known as

Residential Director)

The van is now
departing the center at
7pm again, instead of

5pm!
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Community Meeting



November
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Place Postage
here
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In the last few hours of daylight, on the beginning leg of our trip on Amtrak, I
spotted a young person with dangling legs over a wharf as they sat there. After that
sighting, this child it brought me to a place in my earlier years of myself too, having
sat on a dock, legs dangling, just soaking in the last days of sunlight with not a care

in the world. Just happy to be doing that. Being in the moment. Oh, the innocence of
those years back then, to me any how, nostalgic. Then back to the point of being in

the moment, then I noticed not far from that, a poised heron, still not being
deterred from the passing of our train. 

 
For the full article, please see the bulletin board in the big room! 

 

The Lonesome Sound of a Train, on the way to 
Mount Rushmore, South Dakota

By: Jodie Cota

Member Spotlight


